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STEP INSIDE A 
CASTLE PAINTING

Suitable for age 4+ with adult supportWelcome to Sunderland Culture’s Get Creative with 
Castles pack, full of activities and ideas to help you 
explore the theme of castles and get creative. The 
activities in this pack are inspired by the exhibition 
Castles: Paintings from the National Gallery, London 
which was recently on show at Sunderland Museum 
& Winter Gardens. You can still explore the paintings 
on a virtual tour and view creative activities and videos 
by visiting https://bit.ly/3n83i38 and then click on the 
Castles tab.

The exhibition also included paintings and drawings of local castles 
such as Hylton Castle so you will find activities inspired by this 
castle in the pack. You can also visit the castle grounds and see 
some of the heraldry on the outside walls for yourself. Visit www.
hyltoncastle.org.uk to find out more about this exciting project for 
our city.

We hope you enjoy creating, making and exploring!

Staying Safe:
We want everyone using these activities to have lots of fun and stay safe. 
We can do this together by:
• Making sure an adult knows where you are at all times and that 

younger children are well supervised

From 8 September – 15 November 2020 Sunderland 
Museum & Winter Gardens hosted a touring exhibition 
called Castles: Paintings from the National Gallery, 
London. The exhibition included six Castle paintings 
from the National Gallery, alongside a selection of Castle 
themed artworks from the Museum’s own collection.  
You can still see the virtual exhibition on our website 
https://bit.ly/3n83i38 and then click on the Castles tab.
This painting is called the Fortress of Konigstein from the North by Italian 
artist Bernardo Bellotto (about 1756-8). It is one of the most original and 
impressive examples of 18th-century landscape painting.
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• Following government guidelines 
for meeting up and keeping your 
distance (2 metres) from other 
people outside of your family or 
support bubble.

• Wear appropriate clothing for the 
weather when exploring outside 
– waterproofs and layers for cold, 
windy or rainy days.

• Taking care with art and craft 
materials and equipment, e.g. 
using child safe scissors.
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In this activity you will make a Castles fortune teller to help you step inside the 
painting and imagine exploring it using all of your senses. Cut out the fortune 
teller template and follow the folding instructions. You can ask an adult to 
help you.

Folding instructions:
Try and fold the fortune teller as straight and evenly as you can – this will make 
it much easier to use!

1.  Place the template with the words and numbers face down on the table.
2.  Fold the template in half to make a rectangle – reopen
3.  Fold the template diagonally to make a triangle – reopen
4.  Turn the template 90 degrees and repeat steps 1 & 2 - reopen.
5.  Fold each point of the square into the centre, press down
6.  Turnover and repeat, folding each point of the square into the centre, press 

down
7.  Fold in half to make a rectangle, you will now have two flaps which open up 

at the bottom.
8.  Insert the thumb of your left hand under the left flap 
9.  Insert the thumb of your right hand under the right flap 
10.  Lift up the fortune teller and push your index fingers into the back two flaps.
11.  You are ready to start!

How to use your fortune teller:
1.  Start by picking a number from 1 – 8. 

2.  Open and close the fortune teller that number of times. 

3.  Inside you will now see 4 castle options (these are all castles you can visit 
in the North East). Choose a castle and unfold the flap to find a question 
underneath. Can you answer the question? Imagine you are stepping 
inside the painting to explore.

4.  Start again and follow the process until you have answered all of the 
questions. What did you learn about this castle painting?
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FAMILY 
HERALDRY
My name is Poppy Chancellor and I am a papercut artist. 
I am often commissioned to create personalised coats of 
arms for families and couples as celebrative artworks. This 
activity is inspired by my work and the Castles paintings 
in the exhibition. 
You can see some examples of my artworks below:

We hope this activity will build your confidence and encourages you to think 
creatively. We want to encourage you to develop skills and techniques that 
allow your images to tell us a story about you and your family. We will be 
looking at what images, phrases and graphics can represent your family, past 
and present. 

What makes you unique?

What people and places have defined who you are?

This page is deliberately left blank

Suitable for age 4+ with adult support
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You will be researching, designing and illustrating your own coat of arms 
based on a specific structure. Including symbols and words that tell us 
everything we need to know about you.

Create an A4 drawing of a coat of arms that you have designed to represent 
specific parts of you and your family. 

Your coat of arms could include symbols or images suggesting each of the 
following:

1.  Your family heritage, where you were born, or live currently.
2.  Choose two animals to support each side of the shield. (These could be your 

favourite animals, a dream pet or even animals that could represent people 
in your family)

3.  Tools of your dream job
4.  A symbol to represent some of your favourite hobbies
5.  A symbol to represent one or both of your parents
6.  If you have a pet you can include them in your design too.
7.  A motto as a written motif (For example on the Sunderland coat of arms 

the motto is: ‘Nil Desperandum Auspice Deo’ Its meaning is ‘Do not despair, 
have faith in God’

Let’s begin: 
For the first part of this project you will brainstorm all of your ideas. Think of 
what you’d like to include and what symbols could represent people that are 
important to you. Use reference imagery where it is necessary, either using 
the internet or books to source your images. You can use these to trace or 
copy in your final design. 

At this stage ALL ideas, drawings, notes etc. are important, no matter how 
throw away they might feel. You will be working to a specific Coat of Arms 
structure to help you formulate your ideas. 

After you have collected your images you will start to assemble your drawings 
onto the structure of the coat of arms. You can work on rough sketches before 
starting your final drawing.

Use this design as a layout guide.

Did you know...
Hylton Castle was once a school, 
Joseph Swan , inventor of the 
lightbulb, went there as a pupil.
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Examples of Coats of Arms from countries: Trinidad and Tobago, The United 
Kingdom, Canadian Governing bodies and the Seychelles. You can see that 
the animals supporting the shield have special relevance for the country, they 
might be local to the country or have symbolic significance. They each have 
an object placed on top of the helmet that represents them in some way. They 
are often symbols of strength, prosperity, or celebrated places or wildlife.

HERALDRY AT 
HYLTON CASTLE

People from noble families like the 
Hyltons would have coats of arms.  
These were used as a means of 
identification so in battle knights 
could be seen at a distance, similar to 
uniforms and football strips today.  
They started out as simple designs and became 
more decorative as time went on.  Coats of arms 
stuck to a set of rules, using only certain colours 
and shapes. 

On the west and east sides of Hylton Castle, shields 
show the coats of arms of different friends and family of the Hyltons and also 
those of Kings and Queens.  They help us work out when the castle was built 
as families would change their coats of arms over time.  Now they blend into 
the stone of the castle but once would have been painted.  

Most of the shields are on the West side but on the East a big shield showing 
the Hylton family badge can be seen.

Colours used were very simple and special names were used for them.  The 
Hylton arms was argent with two bars (stripes) of azure can you guess what 
colours these are?   If not look on the list below.

Colours  Shapes
Blue – Azure Fess – a stripe 
Red – Gules Bar – two or more stripes
White/Silver – Argent Pale – Vertical stripe
Black – Sable Cross - cross
Purple – Purpure Saltaire – St Andrews cross
Yellow/Gold – Or Bend – Diagonal stripe
Green – Vert Pile – Triangle pointing down

Suitable for age 4+ with adult support
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Lots of animals are on coats of arms. The Hyltons had a white hart (deer) 
wearing a crown 

Animals
Lion Dog Eagle
Unicorn Stag Dragon
Phoenix Swan Owl
Deer Hare Griffin (lion/eagle)
Popinjay (parrot)

No two knights were allowed to use the same arms and different objects 
called heraldic charges could be added to the shield.

Stars Annulet (ring)  Roundel (circle)
Diamonds Crescents  Roses (and other flowers)
Crosses Scallop (shell)

Some of the coats of arms on Hylton Castle were moved around when the 
castle was altered over the years.
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CEREAL BOX 
CASTLE
When we imagine a medieval castle some features always 
spring to mind, for example, a drawbridge, portcullis and 
moat, battlements, turrets and slits to fire arrows out. Most 
of these things are types of defence, used to stop enemy 
attacks.  There may also be flags or coats of arms to show 
the status or power of the castle owner.
This cereal box castle is inspired by artworks in the exhibition Castles: 
Paintings from the National Gallery, London. Why not find out about the 
different castle features in books and by searching the internet and add as 
many as you can to your own castle?

• Battlements   • Drawbridge   • Moat   • Portcullis   • Turrets
• Arrow slits   • Coat of Arms

Step 1: 
Gather your materials. 
You will need an empty 
cereal box, scissors, glue, 
a pencil, felt-tip pens 
and any action figures, 
dolls or toys you want to 
star in your castle’s story.

Suitable for age 4+ with adult support

1
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Step 2: 
Break the cereal box down by tearing or cutting along the join and lay it flat. 
Cut it in half so you have two equal sections (each should have a main part 
and a flap). Put one section aside (this will be the front of your castle). Cut the 
other section in half again so you have two smaller ‘walls’ each with a flap.

Step 3: 
Place the front of your castle flat on 
the table with the flap at the bottom. 
This card will also have a small flap 
on each side. Spread glue onto the 
side flaps and stick the wall sections 
onto the flaps onto each side as 
shown. Allow the glue to dry. Cut off 
any excess card (not the flaps at the 
bottom!) and put them aside to make 
flags later.

Step 4:  
Draw your battlements on to the card with a pencil (You can use one of 
the excess pieces of card as a ruler, or cut a small square from card to draw 
around). Add a drawbridge and arrow slits. Cut out your design (you could ask 
an adult to help with this part if needed). 

2.1 2.2

2.3 2.4

3.1

3.2 3.3

3.4

4.1 4.2
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Step 5: 
Decorate your castle using felt-
tip pens. You could add bricks and 
shields/coat of arms. Try drawing a 
wooden effect on the drawbridge 
(vertical lines work well) and textures 
of grass or cobbles on the flaps. If you 
have any coloured paper or card you 
could cut bits out to stick on instead.

Step 6: 
Use the excess pieces of card to make your flags. Draw the shape of each flag on 
the card with a rectangle at the top and a pole underneath. Think about what 
designs to put on your flag. They could show special colours or patterns you like. 
Draw them on and cut each flag out with scissors. Stick the flags onto the tops 
of the battlements with glue. 

More ideas to try:
What is your castle called? Who lives here and what adventures 
do they have? Write a short story about them.

Add string to your drawbridge to pull it back up.

Use cardboard tubes to make towers in the top corners of your 
castle.

Make furniture for the inside of your castle – what about a 
medieval banqueting table and chair?

Draw your own knights and horses on card to cut out and make 
part of the story.

Some castles like Hylton Castle have formal gardens with clipped 
hedges, shaped flower beds and paths. Could you design a formal 
garden in front of your castle?

5.1

5.2 5.2

6.1 6.2

6.3

6.4 Now find your action figures, dolls 
and toys to play in the castle!
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BELLOTTO’S CASTLE - 
GALLERY EXPLORERS 
Look around our virtual Castles exhibition and try these activities. 
(https://bit.ly/3n83i38 and then click on the Castles tab)
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Activity 1 – Explore
Can you find this painting in the exhibition? 

There are other castle paintings nearby. 

Bellotto’s Castle - Gallery Explorers  
Look around our Castles exhibition and try these activities.  

Activity 1 – Explore 

Can you find this Painting in the exhibition?  

There are other castle paintings nearby.  

 

Bellotto’s Castle - Gallery Explorers  
Look around our Castles exhibition and try these activities.  

Activity 1 – Explore 

Can you find this Painting in the exhibition?  

There are other castle paintings nearby.  

   

 

Explore the exhibition can you find these details in the paintings? 

Activity 2 - Colours 

Here are the colours of the rainbow  

Red yellow pink green orange  

purple blue 

Find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find. 

Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition? 

Activity 3 – I Spy 

Move around the gallery and play I spy with the pictures how many of 
these can you spot? 

 cow dragon sheep people skating  

  

 

Explore the exhibition can you find these details in the paintings? 

Activity 2 - Colours 

Here are the colours of the rainbow  

Red yellow pink green orange  

purple blue 

Find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find. 

Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition? 

Activity 3 – I Spy 

Move around the gallery and play I spy with the pictures how many of 
these can you spot? 

 cow dragon sheep people skating  

  

 

Explore the exhibition can you find these details in the paintings? 

Activity 2 - Colours 

Here are the colours of the rainbow  

Red yellow pink green orange  

purple blue 

Find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find. 

Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition? 

Activity 3 – I Spy 

Move around the gallery and play I spy with the pictures how many of 
these can you spot? 

 cow dragon sheep people skating  

Explore the exhibition - can you find these details in the paintings?

Activity 2 - Colours
Here are the colours of the rainbow: 

RED      YELLOW      PINK      GREEN      ORANGE      PURPLE      BLUE

Can you find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find.
Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition?

Activity 3 - I Spy
Move around the gallery and play ‘I Spy’ with the pictures. How many of 
these can you spot?
cow    dragon  sheep   people skating 
princess    castle  boat   ruins

Activity 4 - Describe
Ask someone in your family to join you on the virtual tour. Give them 3 
clues to a painting; can they find it?  Think about words you could use 
for your clues. Here are some you could use:
big     colourful     countryside     sunny     cold     frightening     bright 
spectacular     stormy     painted     sketched

Activity 5 - Imagination
If you could step inside any of the paintings which one would you 
choose?
Who would you be?
Look out of the castle window - what can you see?

Activity 6 - Things to do
Find a picture of a castle you have visited by searching for it on your 
phone, tablet or laptop. What do you remember most about your visit?



We hope you enjoyed your Get Creative with 
Castles Pack and feel inspired to start your 
Castles topic in the New Year. 

Please share pictures of things you made or 
created with your teacher and they can share 
them with us to pass on to the team at the 
National Gallery.  


